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Fronto-orbital intraosseous hemangioma with skull base erosion: When a relative “simple” disease 
could require a “complex” approach  
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A B S T R A C T   

Osseous hemangiomas are rare benign vascular bone tumors usually involving skull bones. Sometimes it is 
difficult to exclude a malignant tumor, since they are vascularized lesions associated with bone erosion and to 
perform an incisional biopsy in some cases can be challenging for the risk of bleeding. We present a case of 
osseous hemangioma involving fronto-orbital region associated with dura mater exposure by extensive anterior 
cranial fossa erosion, that underwent radical surgical excision after pre-operative sclerotization. CAD/CAM 
technology reconstruction permitted to guarantee an adequate aesthetic-functional result and to reduce opera-
tive time.   

Dear Editor; 

Vascular anomalies are congenital abnormalities of vascular devel-
opment that often involve the head and neck region [1]. Primarily 
separated into vascular tumors and vascular malformations by the In-
ternational Society for the Study of Vascular Anomalies (ISSVA) classi-
fication, they include a wide range of phenotypically and histologically 
different lesions [2,3]. 

Osseous hemangiomas usually present as rare benign vascular bone 
lesions (1 %), and in most cases skull bones are involved (80 %) [4,5]. 
Histological diagnosis is defined by the presence of massive osteolysis 
and bone replacement by blood vascular spaces filled with red blood 
cells and fibrous hyalinized stroma containing proliferating capillaries 
[6]. Given its rarity and variable clinical appearance, osseous angio-
matosis is not easily diagnosed. Imaging plays an important role for 
diagnostic informations and therapeutic planning in most arduous cases, 
but in many occasions surgery may be necessary according to tumor size, 
tissue invasion and location, availability, patient age and aesthetic 
appearance [7]. 

Only few reports can be found about management of craniofacial 
intraosseous hemangiomas; due to the fact that they present as vascu-
larized lesions associated with bone erosion, sometimes it is difficult to 
exclude a malignant tumor. On the other side, to perform an incisional 
biopsy in some cases can be challenging for the risk of haemorrhage. 

Recently, a 44 years-old Caucasian male presented at our centre 
referring a progressive left eye ptosis due to a painless mass involving 
the superior margin of the orbit; displacement of ocular globe in absence 
of diplopia was present. Previous history was unremarkable for diseases. 
CT scan showed the presence of a focal expansive osteolytic lesion 
localized in the left frontal region and at the level of the left ante-
rosuperior orbital wall and anterior skull base leading to osseous 
remodelling with bony extensive erosion and thinning (Fig. 1A). Biopsy 
was done and ossifying angioma was suspected. MRI confirmed the 
orbital cavity involvement and eyeball contiguity relations (Fig. 1B). It 
was decided to perform surgical resection after pre-operative sclerotiz-
ing agents administration to prevent a possible bleeding and loss of 

blood during surgery [2,7] Computer aided design/computer assisted 
manufacturing (CAD/CAM) and 3-dimensionally (3D) printed models 
and devices were utilized as surgery and reconstruction support [8,9]. 

Bicoronal approach was done to expose supra-orbital margin and the 
resection was carried out by using 3D printed osteotomy guides 
(Fig. 1C). Extensive involvement of the orbital bony cortical and almost 
total erosion of the anterior cranial fossa (ASB) exposing the dura mater 
has been shown; a galea flap was opted for ASB reconstruction. In this 
case the use of ‘bioprinting’ of tissue engineered scaffolds is the gold 
standard in osseous defect reconstruction: patient specific bioactive 
bone substitute developed for bone integration and osteogenesis was 
utilized (Fig. 1D). Postoperative period was un-eventful; definitive his-
topathological examination was consistent with previous hypothesis 
confirmation of osseous hemangioma. 

Even if osseous hemangiomas are typically asymptomatic benign 
vascular tumors that grow slowly and malignant transformation is very 
rare [10], their localisation in some occasions could have a crucial role 
in prognosis and therapeutic planning. In addition, in some cases initial 
imaging and, occasionally, rapid changes in symptoms can lead to sus-
pect of malignant tumors. In this case, due to the involvement of 
fronto-orbital region associated with dura mater exposure by extensive 
ABS erosion, even in the presence of a benign lesion, sclerotization was 
not sufficient to resolve the pathology, and it was decided to perform 
surgical excision. Obviously, due to the localisation, it was mandatory to 
guarantee an adeguate aesthetic-functional result, and CAD/CAM 
technology permit us also to reduce operative time. 

It is clear that in those cases it is fundamental to perform an adequate 
surgical planning with a multidisciplinary approach. 
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Fig. 1. A) pre-operative MRI Volumetric T1-MPRAGE at presentation, sagittal view; B) pre-operative 3D CT scan reconstruction, frontal view; C) intraoperative view 
after lesion sclerotization (surgical margins were demarcated by using a template); D) intraoperative view after reconstruction. 
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